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Unknown got
you down? Take
self-care time
By Ashley Mahoney

ashley.mahoney@thecharlottepost.com

Every day in 2020 presents new unknowns.
So much uncertainty for such a prolonged period
of time can produce stress, which can physically
manifest in how we function on a daily
basis. Social and racial injustice were
traumatic before COVID-19. Add a pandemic, economic uncertainty, a polarizing presidential election and flu
season around the corner. The year is
not over yet, but it sure is a trying one.
Dr. Sashalee Stewart, a psychiatrist
and lead clinician at the new Women’s
Stewart
Center at Novant Health’s SouthPark
Medical Plaza, is seeing what women are going
through firsthand.
“As humans, we are not great with the unknown,”
Stewart said. “The unknown causes us a lot of stress
and anxiety. That’s one thing that we have been exposed to this year—every day is another unknown,
and this is one of the times that everyone across the
globe is affected by the pandemic.
“This has been a trying year for everyone, and I’m
definitely seeing a lot of patients coming in with anxiety and depression for a number of different reasons,” Stewart said. “Just everything happening all
at one time is a recipe for added stressors.”
Many people are experiencing changes at home
and work because of the pandemic. Normal has completely gone out the window. Yet Black women often
feel the need to take care of everyone and everything, which prior to a pandemic was a lot. Now, it’s
a monumental task.
Stewart encourages the development of a routine
to provide some sense of stability during the onslaught of unknowns.
“Developing a routine is going to be really, really
helpful, and kind of paramount, because that is helpful for the women I see,” she said. “It’s helpful for
their children because a lot of children are getting
affected by this as well. If mom is very anxious or
she is depressed and not interacting with them as
much, that also impacts the children in a very big
way. Just being able to reassure [children] and have
some consistency in their lives in a time when things
Please see UNKNOWN |2B

Remove stigma
from addiction to
help treatment
BRANDPOINT

Addiction is a chronic but treatable medical condition.
Often unintentionally, many people still talk about
addiction in ways that are stigmatizing-meaning
they use words that can portray someone with a substance use disorder in a shameful way, which may
discourage them from seeking treatment. To reduce
harmful stigma and negativity around substance use
disorders and encourage people to obtain the help
they need, it is essential to change the way society
views addiction.
The first step is to understand why this stigma exists, and how we all can help to remove it.
What is stigma?
Stigma can be defined as an attribute that is deeply
discrediting, reducing the bearer from a whole and
usual person to a tainted, discounted one. Stigma
about people with substance use disorders might include inaccurate or unfounded beliefs that they are
dangerous, incapable of managing treatment, or at
Please see OVERCOMING | 2B
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The Lowe’s Foundation donated $100,000 to the Save Siloam School Project for renovation and education programming for
the former school for African Americans. The Charlotte Museum of History is leading the project.

Donation for historic
school’s restoration

Lowe’s Foundation gift aids transition of Siloam School project
By Ashley Mahoney
ashley.mahoney@thecharlottepost.com

The Charlotte Museum of History is one step closer to relocating and renovating the historic
Siloam School.
The Lowe’s Foundation donated
$100,000 to the Save Siloam
School Project, $50,000 in renovation supplies and $50,000 in
support of educational programing that will take place at the
school once it is operational. Next
the museum will launch a formal
Request for Qualification process,
which will appoint an architect to
lead the restoration and relocation.
“Lowe’s is committed to making
homes better for all, and that definition of home extends into our
neighborhoods and communities,
particularly here in our hometown
of Charlotte,” Janice Dupré Little,
executive vice president of Lowe’s

human resources and chair of the
Lowe’s Foundation said in a statement. “Preserving the historic Siloam School means saving and
restoring a critical piece of Charlotte history that will educate generations to come, and Lowe’s is
proud to be a part of this powerful
work.”
The Save Siloam School Project
has raised $355,000 of the intended $1 million. Major contributions came from the City of
Charlotte
and
Mecklenburg
County, which donated $50,000
and $125,000 respectively in
2019.
“The $1 million fundraising goal
for the project includes restoring,
relocating and preserving the
school, as well as developing a history exhibit about the Siloam
School and Rosenwald schools
generally,” said Adria Focht, president and CEO of the Charlotte
Museum of History. “This will pro-

vide our community with a tangible experience of this history.
It’s a story that we need to understand so that together we can
build a more just and equitable
community.”
Currently, Siloam sits at its original site on Mallard Highlands
Drive near UNC Charlotte, and behind an apartment complex
owned by Tribute Companies. A
marker denoting the historic significance of the site would be
placed at the original
location once the
school is moved.
On The Net
In 2016, the
https://charHistoric Landlottemumarks Commisseum.org/silo
sion estimated it
am/
would
cost
$50,000 to relocate
the building and an additional
$150,000 to restore it for use.
Please see DONATION |2B

Gifts for housing and new library
By Ashley Mahoney
ashley.mahoney@thecharlottepost.com

The Lowe’s Foundation
committed $9.25 million to
the Charlotte area.
The city of Charlotte
Housing and Neighborhood Services, which received $1.33 million to
rehabilitate and preserve
single-family affordable
housing along the Beatties
Ford Road Corridor, intends to use the funding in
conjunction with the Corridors of Opportunity program,
which
was
announced in September
along with their $24.5 million investment. Beatties
Ford Road is the first of six
selected corridors for the
initiative, along with Central Avenue and Albemarle
Road; Freedom Drive and
Wilkinson Boulevard; Graham Street and North

Tryon Street, Sugar Creek
Road and Interstate 85 as
well as West Boulevard.
The Lowe’s funding will
facilitate the city’s Safe
Home Rehabilitation Program, which helps with essential home repairs as
well as older residents agein-place while protecting
low-moderate income families from being pushed
out by gentrification. Eligible homeowners will receive funding for repairs to
bring their residence to
compliance with city code,
decrease exposure to leadbased paint, which can
create critical health concerns for children under
age 6 as well as providing
energy efficient and water
saving retrofits, which will
help reduce a residents
utility bills.
Lowe’s also donated $1
million to the Charlotte

CHARLOTTE MECKLENBURG LIBRARY

Lowe’s donated $1 million to the Charlotte Mecklenburg Library
Foundation for a new technology center.
Mecklenburg Library Foundation’s $135 million public-private campaign. The
donation will go toward
building the new Main Library in Uptown, specifi-

cally a technology center,
which will be named the
Lowe’s Technology Lab. In
addition to the technology
center, the 115,000 square
Please see GIFTS | 3B
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Cadillac’s XT5 makes an emphatic statement as a great car
By Winfred Cross
SPECIAL TO THE POST

Some of you may wonder
with all the SUVs Cadillac
makes, does it still make
cars?
Yes, indeed it does.
The XT5 is one of those
cars and yep, this is what
you expect from a Caddy.
The XT5 is Caddy’s top
sedan. Its exterior is striking. Cadillac has always
like sharp, crisp lines
which this car has but with
a few curves thrown in.
The grille is medium sized,
flanked by thin, J-shaped

headlamps and upright accessory lamps. My test car
was painted in the optional
Evergreen, which looks
black. Direct sunlight
makes it sparkle. The rear
has Caddy’s signature upright taillamp, which has a
muscular feel.
The interior is meticulously crafted with lots of
leather, wood and metal.
The dash is big and bright,
using large LED screens as
displays. The gauge cluster
can be configured to your
liking. To the right of the
cluster is a 10.0-inch touch
screen that controls many

of the cars functions while
also displaying navigation
information. The screen is
bright and is very responsive to touch. Apple CarPlay and Android Auto are
included as well.
The front seats are extremely comfortable and
can be power adjusted in
numerous ways. These
seats also hold you in place
when you decide to do
some aggressive driving.
The rear seats have a 60/40
split function in case you
need to carry more stuff
than people. You can carry
three in the rear in com-

fort. The entire cabin is
roomy, but the rear has the
edge.
The XT5 is powered by a
2.0-liter,
four-cylinder
turbo that makes 237
horsepower. Not bad, but
my car had the optional
3.0-liter, twin turbo V6.
The V6 makes 335 horses
with 400 pounds-feet of
torque. It’s mated to a 10speed transmission that
clicks through its gears
with ease and efficiency.
The combination really
beckons for spirited driving. Attempt such and you
will be rewarded. The

The Cadillac XT5 is a sharp sedan.

transmission never hunts,
putting you in the proper
gear without a lot of fuss.
Picking this option also allows you to
get all-wheel
drive which only adds to at
the fun.
How much fun can you

Order from anywhere.
Craving one of our famous Deli subs? How about a freshly cut fruit salad? No matter what you’re in the
mood for, you can get it within hours when you shop delivery and curbside pickup. Powered by Instacart.
With delivery, you can even select the “leave at my door” option.

publix.com/shop
Prices vary from in-store. Fees, tips & taxes may apply. Subject to terms and availability.

CADILLAC

have in this car? You can
get to 60 miles per hour in
4.9 seconds, really good for
the class. The steering provides enough feedback and
the AWD system keeps
those tires planted even in
Please see CADILLAC’S | 2B
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Donation for historic
school’s restoration
Continued from page 1B

The Museum of History took the
lead on preservation and relocation
efforts in 2017, with the intention of
restoring the building and utilizing it
for educational purposes on museum
property. The initial goal was to raise
$600,000 under former museum
president Kay Peninger ahead of the
100-year anniversary of the Rosenwald Foundation in 2017.
Rosenwald Schools were built

throughout the South during the early
20th century. Some were established
by communities, such as the Siloam
school. Others received funding from
the Rosenwald Foundation. George E.
Davis—Johnson C. Smith University’s
first African American professor and
the Rosenwald agent – oversaw the
construction of 813 schools across
North Carolina including 26 in Mecklenburg County.

Unknown got you down?
Take some self-care time
Continued from page 1B

are so uncertain is really,
really paramount. That is
one of the primary things
that I talk to them about.”
While working from
home has become a fixture
for many people, it can be
easy to hit the gas all day
and never pause for a
break. Stewart encourages
finding time for self-care,
even for those who say
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they don’t have time.
“The thing that I hear
from patients all the time
is ‘I do not have time to
take care of myself, because I’m looking after
this, this and this, and
there is just not enough
time in the day,’” Stewart
said. “Try to fit things in
when you can. If you are
taking a shower, try to do
some meditation. Be mind-

Cadillac’s XT5 makes its own
statement as a great sedan
Continued from page 1B

wet weather.
The CT5’s suspension
monitors road conditions
and helps determine if you
need more handling prowess than comfort. The car
is tuned to provide a nearperfect balance between a
comfortable and sporty
ride. Even under aggressive conditions the car still
feels more comfortable
than sporty, but it gets the
job done. There is always
the CT5-V if you have a
true lust for handling – but
that’s another story.
The CT5 is a well-balanced automobile that will
coddle you with a number
of standard amenities

while also giving you a
sports car feel when necessary. The base priced is
$40,695 and gives you a lot
of car – just not then car I
drove. Leather seats, dual
climate zone, Apple CarPlay, Android Auto, Sirius/XM sat radio, leather
wrapped steering wheel
with paddle shifters, wireless phone charging, lane
change alert, pedestrian
braking and teen driver
settings are all included.
My test car was heavily
optioned, and I mean
heavily. Platinum package,
all-wheel drive, twin turbo
V6, driver assist, driver
awareness plus and slick
green paint added $17,705

to the bottom line and
that’s before destination.
Throw in destination and
the as-tested price was
$59,395. There is a lot to
choose from in that price
category but the CT5 will
compete favorably with
both foreign and domestic
offerings.
Pros:
• Sharp styling
• Luxurious interior
• Balanced ride
• Glorious engine
• Crisp handling
Cons:
• OK fuel economy
• Pricey with options
Email Winfred Cross at
cross@alldaytech.com

ful during that time. Even
going to the bathroom with
little children, sometimes
they will follow you in
there. It can be a challenge,
but try to fit [breaks and
self-care] in when you
can.”
On the Net:
www.novanthealth.org/n
ovant-health/charlottearea/womens-centersouthpark.aspx

Overcoming the stigma of
addiction key to treatment
Continued from page 1B

fault for their condition.

Stigma’s origins

Stigma around addiction
may come from old and
inaccurate ideas, or fear of
things that are different or
misunderstood. Research
has shown that public attitudes and beliefs about
addiction are also affected
by how it is presented in
the media.
For example, TV shows
and movies often portray
characters with substance
use disorders negatively.
These depictions can increase fear, pity and even
anger toward people with
substance use disorders.
In addition, people with
substance use disorders
may feel ashamed of their
addiction and their difficulty in stopping drugs or
alcohol. This may discourage them from reaching
out to others or seeking
treatment.

Truth about addiction

Addiction was once considered to be due to a
weakness in a person's
character. But decades of
scientific research have
demonstrated that addiction is not a choice.
According to the National
Institute on Drug Abuse, it
is a brain disorder that involves functional changes
to brain circuits involved
in reward, stress, and selfcontrol.
These
brain
changes can make it extraordinarily difficult for a
person to resist the urge to
continue using drugs, even
if their drug use is causing
problems at home, work,
or school.

The good news is that
treatment can help set the
brain on a path to recovery.
Addiction is a lot like
other diseases, such as
type 2 diabetes. Both disrupt the normal, healthy
functioning of the body,
both have serious harmful
effects for those affected,
both are influenced by the
environments the person
lives in and both are, in
many cases, preventable
and treatable.
If left untreated, they can
get worse and may lead to
disabilities and death. Just
like with many other health
conditions, people with
substance use disorders
can recover and continue
to lead healthy lives with
the appropriate support.
A number of factors,
most of them outside of
one's control, make people
more vulnerable to addiction. These factors include genetics and family
history, the environment
in which they grew up,
trauma or co-occurring
mental health issues, and
many other social and behavioral factors. Ultimately, addiction doesn't
discriminate. It can impact
people of all ages, races,
genders, and social classes.

Overcoming stigma

Reducing stigma and
helping people achieve
their best health outcomes
starts with each of us. By
paying attention to our
own attitudes and beliefs
about addiction, we can
consciously begin to replace any fears and judgments with respect and

compassion.
To start, making simple
changes in language can
help reduce harmful negativity around substance
use disorders. When talking to or about people with
substance use disorders,
consider using person-first
language, which focuses
on the person-not their illness. This includes removing words that define a
person by their condition
or may have negative connotations.
For example, "a person
with a substance use disorder" has a neutral tone
and separates the person
from his or her disorder.
Someone who is working
to overcome drug use can
be described as a "person
in recovery."
Importantly, check in
with friends or loved ones
about how they refer to
themselves and how they
would like others to refer
to them. This can be one
step toward opening up a
dialogue from which to
learn about each other and
offer compassion and support.
We can also educate ourselves on the facts about
addiction. It's important to
seek science-based information from a trustworthy
source. And we can share
that information with
others to help them overcome their own misperceptions about addiction.
Learn more about how
drug use and addiction affect the brain at www.drugabuse.gov.

Continued from page 1B

three, with special collections, the Robinson-Spangler Carolina Room as well
as theater and staff space
on level four. The fifth and
final level will house administrative offices, a
reading room, writer’s studio and porch, as well as an
outdoor terrace.
“We are committed to
making homes better for
all, and our definition of
home extends beyond four
walls and into our neighborhoods
and
communities, especially right
here in our hometown of
Charlotte,” Janice Dupré
Little, executive vice president of human resources
and chair of the Lowe’s
Foundation said in a statement. “Our donation is
more than just funds.
We’re building futures for
families and students by
helping to provide access
to technology and the most
powerful tool of all: knowl-

A good night's sleep can help you deal with the stress of day-to-day life as well as the COVID-19
pandemic.

Improve your mental health
with better sleep regimen
FAMILY FEATURES

volves taking slow, deep breaths and
slowly tensing the muscles in your body
for a few seconds then relaxing them.
Start at your feet and work your way up
the body. This technique can help you
relax and decompress after a long day.
Give yourself a break. Especially if
you’re working from home or tackling a
lot of seasonal tasks, it’s easy to keep
yourself busy up until the minute you fall
into bed. However, your mind may still be
whirling from all that activity. Build in a
few minutes before bed each night to let
your mind rest, whether it’s spending a
few minutes with a good book, practicing
meditation or sipping on a cup of sleepytime tea.
Appeal to your senses. Being mindful of
how your senses react to various stimuli
can play a role in your ability to drift off
to sleep. Some people need silence;
others benefit from ambient sound. Certain scents can be soothing and make
good choices for essential oil diffusers,
such as lavender oil. Also be conscious of
the touches that affect your sleep, like the
support from your mattress, the softness
of your sheets or the temperature of the
room.
Whether it’s your family, your health or
general stress that’s keeping you up, find
time in your day to give yourself some
grace. Your mental health is extremely
important and should not be overlooked,
so if you’re feeling a little worn down, ensure you’re getting the quality sleep you
need to tackle the day and week ahead.
Find more tips for better sleep at MattressFirm.com.
What’s keeping you awake?
If you’re like many Americans, outside
influences and worries may affect your
sleep. Pinpointing what’s keeping you
awake, such as these common sleep disruptors reported in a Mattress Firm survey, can help you address your concerns
so you can rest more easily.
1. Money or Paying Bills (49%)
2. My or My Family’s Health (48%)
3. State of Country and the Economy
(39%)
4. My Kids and Their Health or Education (32%)
5. Missing Social Interaction (31%)

For some, the holidays may be the happiest season of all, but for others the hectic pace and endless to-do lists can take a
real toll on their mental health. This year,
the impact is heightened by a global
health pandemic.
According to a survey from Mattress
Firm, more than 60 million Americans say
COVID-19 has worsened their quality of
their sleep, and those losing sleep are
often seeing their mental well-being and
healthy habits worsen. Nearly half of respondents said COVID-19 has increased
their worries and prevented them from
falling or staying asleep at night, with 41%
reported their poor sleep has a negative
impact on their daily lives.
“It’s no surprise that when our minds
are full or our hearts are heavy, our mental health tends to suffer,” said Dr. Sujay
Kansagra, a sleep health expert for Mattress Firm. “What many people don’t realize is that mental health struggles also
affect sleep, and adequate rest is a key
component of maintaining and improving your mental health.”
If stress and worry are preventing you
from getting a good night of sleep, try
these ideas from Kansagra to help improve your mental state and ease your
body into rest.
Think positively. Every night before
going to bed, list three good things from
your day. They don't have to be amazing
things, just three positive aspects of your
day. For example, acknowledge you had
a good virtual catch-up with a colleague
or enjoyed a new recipe or workout class.
Listing your positive experiences at night
can help you maintain a positive frame of
mind as you unwind for the day.
Create a to-do list. This technique is for
those who mentally work through their
list of pending responsibilities before
bed. In a fast-paced world, sometimes
lying in bed is the first time you have to
actually think about what’s on your list.
By creating a list of tasks (or even writing
down your worries), you can prevent
yourself from thinking about them excessively before bed and throughout the
edge.”
night.
Said Library Foundation
Try progressive relaxation. This inExecutive Director Jenni
Gaisbauer: “The Library
has enjoyed a partnership
with Lowe’s since 2016,
and they’ve invested in our
community
through
branch
enhancements,
event sponsorships, and a
dynamic makerspace at
FAMILY FEATURES
the most by serving up a
the recently renovated
flavorful main course to
North County Regional LiEnjoying a meal together please nearly everyone’s
brary location. Lowe’s has at the table is surely one of
palate.
been with us from the early the all-time holiday tradiVisit OmahaSteaks.com
planning stages for the tions for many families.
to find more steak-inspired
new Main Library so it’s
Make this holiday season holiday solutions.
especially exciting to an- one to remember by turnnounce this inspiring in- ing to a centerpiece that’s
Salisbury Steak
vestment in the next tough to top: steak.
Prep time: 5 minutes
generation. We are forever
By combining Premium
Cook time: 30 minutes
grateful.”
Ground Beef from Omaha
Servings: 4
On the Net: https://char- Steaks with flavorful adlottenc.gov/corridorsofop- ditions like mushrooms
1 large egg
portunity/Pages/default.as and onion, you can turn a
1 cup fresh breadcrumbs
px
seasonal meal into a truly or 1/2 cup dried plain
For more information sensational dish to savor.
breadcrumbs
about The Common Spark: While family and friends
2 tablespoons Worcesterwww.foundation.cmli- focus on sides or dessert,
shire sauce, divided
brary.org
you can be the host with
1/2 teaspoon kosher salt

Gifts for housing and new
Mecklenburg library
feet new Main Library will
feature updated support
services and general library operations. Demolition is scheduled for 2021.
The new building will include a lower level for
event space, a new main
entrance facing Tryon
Street on level one as well
as a café entrance, lobby,
immersive theater area,
reading zones and self-service checkpoints.
Level two will consist of a
welcome and orientation
center for new Mecklenburg County residents, a
job training center, counseling services space, the
technology center, computer lab, recording studios, digital visualization
lab, and an outdoor terrace.
Reading and staff space,
as well as most of the
branch’s 160,000 volumes,
will be located on level

GETTY IMAGES

Serve up Salisbury Steak for a
special centerpiece seasonal dish
1 pound Omaha Steaks
premium ground beef,
thawed
1 tablespoon canola oil
1 tablespoon butter
8 ounces mushrooms,
thinly sliced
1 yellow onion, halved
and thinly sliced
1 clove garlic, minced
1 tablespoon tomato
paste
1 1/2 cups beef broth
1 tablespoon cornstarch
In medium bowl, whisk
egg. Add breadcrumbs, 1
tablespoon Worcestershire
Please see SERVE| 3B
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Serve up Salisbury Steak for a
special centerpiece seasonal dish
Continued from page 2B

sauce and salt; stir to combine. Add beef
and mix until combined. Divide mixture
into four portions and shape each into
oval patty about 1/2-inch thick.
In large skillet over medium heat, heat
canola oil until shimmering. Add patties
and sear until dark brown crust forms,
about 5 minutes. Flip patties and cook
until second side is browned, 4-5 minutes. Transfer patties to platter.
In same pan, add butter, scraping up
browned bits from bottom of pan. Add

mushrooms and onions. Cook, stirring
frequently, until mushrooms are tender
and onions are beginning to brown, about
8 minutes. Add garlic and tomato paste;
cook until fragrant, about 1 minute. Mix
beef broth, remaining Worcestershire
sauce and cornstarch; add to pan, stirring
until combined.
Return patties and any accumulated
juices to pan; cover and simmer until
patties are cooked through and sauce
thickens slightly, 10-12 minutes.

It’s Your Time

VOTER

3 Ways To VOTE In North Carolina
."CTFOUFF .BJM*O#BMMPU7PUJOH

Any registered voter may vote from their home, no special requirement is needed.
Deadline for your county to receive a request is Tuesday, Oct. 27.
Return by mail: Postmarked by Tuesday, Nov. 3
Return in person at Board of Election by Tuesday, Nov. 3 by 5PM.

&BSMZ705*/(0DU0DU

To find your locations for Early Voting • www.ncsbe.gov/voting/vote-early-person
Check if you are registered: https://tinyurl.com/VoteRegisteredNC

&MFDUJPO%BZ5VFTEBZ /PWt1PMMTPQFOGSPNBNQN
If you are in line by 7:30pm, you can vote.
If you go to the wrong poll in your county
and don’t have time to get to the right place, ask for a provisional ballot.

Same-Day Registration
If you miss the deadline to register, you may use “same-day registration” during
CONTRIBUTED PHOTO

S'mores provide the inspiration for this cookie quick and easy creation.

S’mores-inspired cookie is
so fast and easy to prepare
By Paris Brown
NATIONAL NEWSPAPER
PUBLISHERS ASSOCIATION

It was a perfect night for
a bonfire.
We invited some friends
over to talk and enjoy the
cool air and burning fire.
And where there’s fire,
there are s’mores! So, I decided to make an s’ mores
inspired cookie.
This recipe is the fastest

and easiest one I’ve ever
created.
It only has a couple of
steps, and it only takes
about 15 minutes.
The first thing I did was
make my graham cracker
cookie as a base for my
s’more.
Then as that was baking,
I melted some chocolate.
Once the cookies were
cooled, I drizzled them in
chocolate and plopped a
marshmallow on top.

Then, I put them in the
broiler for a couple of seconds, then bam! You’re
done.
Making delicious desserts doesn’t have to be
hard.
Ingredients
1/4 cup milk
8 oz chocolate
I bag of marshmallows
2 1/2 cups crushed Graham crackers (about 24
Please see S’MORES| 4B

Early Voting at the times the sites are open in your county.
Find Voting locations and hours at vt.ncsbe.gov/pplkup

Ask the election official for a registration form, show an identifying document, and
vote a ballot - all on the same day.

*.1035"/5 You cannot use same day registration on Election Day.
'*/&4 '&-0/*&4:063705&

You don’t lose your rights to vote if you have a traffic ticket, mortgage default, or
outstanding civil fine, or if you are a convicted of a misdemeanor.
If you are convicted of a felony, you temporarily lose your right to vote. But you
automatically get your voting rights back in North Carolina after you finish your
full sentence, including probation or parole. It does not matter whether the felony
conviction occurred in NC or somewhere else.
Once you complete a felony sentence, your citizenship rights are automatically
restored to you. No court document is needed. Just finish your sentence and register
like any other citizen. Failure to pay a court fine, fee or restitution does not block
your right to vote, even if it is the reason for continued supervision.
IF YOU HAVE A PROBLEM - Ask for the "Chief Judge" at the poll for help or
Call: 888.687.8683 to report an issue.

/01)050*%/&&%&%50705&*/&-&$5*0/
$SFEJUT.FDLMFOCVSH$PVOUZ7PUFS(VJEF/$4#&(07
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S’mores-inspired cookie
is fast and easy to prep
Continued from page 3B

crackers)
1/2 cup melted unsalted butter
2 tablespoons dark brown sugar
1/2 cup white sugar
1/4 teaspoon salt
1 1/2 teaspoon bourbon vanilla extract (you can use regular extract too)
2 large eggs
Instructions
1. Preheat the oven to 350 degrees F
2. In a large bowl, mix graham cracker crumbs, sugar, and salt. Then add eggs
and vanilla extract. Scoop onto a tray lined with parchment paper and bake for
8-10 minutes.
3. In a separate bowl, pour in the milk and the chocolate and microwave until
melted.
4. Once the cookies are cooled, drizzle them with the chocolate. Put the
marshmallows on top and put them in the broiler to toast.
5. Enjoy

BRANDPOINT

The German fruit tart is a colorful and healthy addition to any family meal.

Commit to more family
time with healthy meals
FAMILY FEATURES

Spending moments together with loved ones
carries obvious benefits
like time to catch up and
opportunities to bond, but
sharing meals actually provides definitive value for
families. With restricted
social interactions and
confinement at home due
to COVID-19, many families face meal challenges
that have shifted from juggling busy schedules to
seeking new ways to mix
up the traditional menu or
using digital solutions to
reconnect at a virtual table.
A study published in the
Journal of Nutrition Education and Behavior funded
by the FMI Foundation
shows more frequent
family meals are associated with better dietary
and family functioning
outcomes. The results
build on years of previous
research studies to punctuate the creation of the
Family Meals Movement,
which encourages Americans to pledge to share one
more family breakfast,
lunch or dinner at home
per week.
Consider these notable
findings from the study:
• Family meals improve
fruit and vegetable consumption. Studies show a
positive relationship between
family
meal
frequency and fruit and
vegetable intake when examined separately, but
also when fruit and vegetable intake are combined.
• Family meals improve
family dynamics. Nearly all

the studies included in the
systematic review and
meta-analysis
demonstrated a positive relationship between family meal
frequency and measures of
family functioning. Family
functioning is defined as
family
connectedness,
communication, expressiveness and problemsolving.
“There are thousands of
individual studies that examine the impact of family
meals on nutrition and
family behavior, but this
meta-analysis looks at the
relationship
between
family meal frequency and
family functioning outcomes,” said David Fikes,
executive director of the
FMI Foundation. “We can
confirm that family meals
are a valuable contributor
of improved nutrition and
family dynamics.”
Find tips, recipes and
ways to increase family
meal frequency at familymealsmovement.org.
Hawaiian Chicken Pizza
Recipe courtesy of Toby
Amidor on behalf of the
FMI Foundation
Prep time: 10 minutes
Cook time: 20 minutes
Nonstick cooking spray
1 1/2 cups shredded rotisserie chicken
3/4 cup barbecue sauce
1 ready-made pizza crust
or whole wheat pizza crust
(10 ounces)
1 cup canned or jarred
tomato sauce
2 cups shredded mozzaPlease see CATCH |5B
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IN SEASON
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Catch up and bond over
healthy family meals
Continued from page 4B
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Grass-fed Beef Meatballs with Garlic and Herbs.

A flavorful family meal for fall
FAMILY FEATURES

Warm, delectable dishes go hand-inhand with cool fall evenings when the
crisp air sends you to the kitchen for a
filling meal. Look no further than easy
recipes like meatballs that pack fulfilling
flavor to feed your family when the autumn temperatures dip.
These Grass-fed Beef Meatballs with
Garlic and Herbs can be the perfect solution anytime you’re craving a warm, comforting meal. They’re made with New
Zealand grass-fed ground beef, which
provides an unrivaled taste. Grass-fed
year-round, the animals roam and graze
freely over lush green hills and pastures,
resulting in lean, flavorful meat that
tastes just as nature intended.
Paired with a tomato-based sauce, the
meatballs are baked before being topped
with Parmesan cheese and parsley then
served hot for a dish that warms you
from the inside-out. While preparing the
meatballs, be sure to wet your hands
prior to shaping them as it helps prevent
the meat from sticking to your hands.
Find more comforting fall recipes at
beefandlambnz.com.
Grass-fed Beef Meatballs with Garlic and
Herbs
Prep time: 15 minutes
Cook time: 25 minutes
Servings: 4
Beef meatballs:
Oil
1 pound New Zealand grass-fed ground
beef
1 cup fresh white breadcrumbs
3 cloves garlic, crushed
1 egg, lightly beaten
3 tablespoons milk
1 1/2 teaspoons Worcestershire sauce
1 teaspoon dried mixed herbs, such as
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parsley, thyme and oregano
salt, to taste
pepper, to taste
Tomato sauce:
Oil
1 onion, finely chopped
2 cloves garlic, sliced
1 can (14 ounces) chopped tomatoes, in
juice
1 1/2-2 cups vegetable stock
1 tablespoon tomato paste
1 teaspoon sugar
1 bay leaf
salt, to taste
pepper, to taste
To serve:
1/3 cup freshly grated Parmesan cheese
1/2 cup roughly chopped parsley
leaves
To make beef meatballs: Preheat oven
to 425 F.
Lightly oil deep baking dish or skillet.
Mix beef, breadcrumbs, garlic, egg, milk,
Worcestershire sauce, mixed herbs and
salt and pepper, to taste, then shape into
eight meatballs and place in prepared
baking dish.
To make tomato sauce: In heavy saucepan over low heat, heat dash of oil and
add onion and garlic. Cook until onion is
soft, about 10 minutes. Add tomatoes,
stock, tomato paste, sugar, bay leaf and
salt and pepper, to taste.
Simmer 10 minutes to allow flavors to
mingle and liquid to reduce. Remove
from heat, cool about 5 minutes and remove bay leaf. In food processor, process
until sauce is smooth.
Pour sauce over meatballs and bake 25
minutes, turning meatballs after 15 minutes.
Serve hot sprinkled with Parmesan
cheese and chopped parsley.

rella cheese or part-skim
mozzarella cheese
1 cup finely chopped
fresh pineapple or canned
pineapple tidbits packed in
100% juice
Preheat oven to 375 F.
Coat pizza pan or baking
sheet with nonstick cooking spray.
In medium bowl, combine rotisserie chicken and
barbecue sauce.
Place pizza crust on pan
and evenly spread tomato
sauce over crust. Sprinkle
evenly with cheese. Top
evenly with rotisserie
chicken mixture and pineapple.
Bake until crust is crisp
and browned around
edges, about 10 minutes.
Let pizza cool 10 minutes
before cutting into eight
slices.

starts to turn golden blueberries on top of crust;
brown. Remove from oven sprinkle with sugar, if deand cool.
sired.
Dust crust with cornstarch to help fruit stick to
crust. Arrange straw###
berries, kiwi, banana and

Find the right church
for your faith walk
journey
C.M.E.

German Fruit Tart
Recipe
courtesy
of
Deanna Segrave-Daly on
behalf of the FMI Foundation
1 cup all-purpose flour
1/4 cup whole-wheat
pastry flour
1/2 cup sugar
1 egg
1 tablespoon half-andhalf or cream
1/8 teaspoon almond extract or 1/4 teaspoon vanilla extract
6 tablespoons unsalted
butter, thinly sliced
cornstarch
sliced strawberries
sliced kiwi
sliced banana
blueberries
2 teaspoons turbinado or
powdered sugar (optional)
Preheat oven to 350 F.
To make crust, beat together flours, sugar, egg,
half-and-half and almond
extract. Add butter slices
and mix together until
sticky ball of dough forms.
Refrigerate 30-60 minutes.
On heavily floured surface, knead dough a few
times and roll out to fit
greased 10-inch tart pan.
Carefully spread dough
into tart pan and bake 1520 minutes, or until tart
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To Place An Ad:

Call 704-376-0496

Classified Deadline: Monday at noon, prior to Thursday’s edition

AUTO INSURANCE

LEGAL NOTICE

MEDICAL SERVICES

Medical Examiner’s Facility Body Cooler Addition & COMPUTER & IT TRAINING PROGRAM! Train ONLINE to
Special Autopsy Renovations
get the skills to become a Computer & Help Desk
Professional now! Grants and Scholarships available
Proposals will be received until 2:00 PM, on November for certain programs for qualified applicants. Call CTI
18, 2020, 2:00 PM in the Valerie C. Woodward Center, for details! Call 833-990-0354. (M-F 8am-6pm ET)
3205 Freedom Drive, Suite 6000, Charlotte, NC 28208,
for the construction of the Medical Examiner’s Facility
Body Cooler Addition & Special Autopsy Renovations

AARP AUTO INSURANCE
FROM THE HARTFORD
TO SPEAK WITH AN AGENT AND REQUEST A
FREE QUOTE CALL THE HARTFORD TO SEE
HOW MUCH YOU COULD SAVE:

Bid Documents are available digitally at no cost from
Richa Graphics, https://planroom.richa.com/
Project name: Medical Examiner’s Facility Body
Cooler Addition & Special Autopsy Renovations

1-855-664-2305

HEALTH SERVICES
ATTENTION DIABETICS! Save money on your diabetic
supplies! Convenient home shipping for monitors, test
strips, insulin pumps, catheters and more! To learn
more, call now! 855-667-9944

Minority, Women, and Small
encouraged to participate

Businesses

are

Bid, Performance, and Payment & Material bonds will
be required.

Dental Insurance

Mecklenburg County reserves the right to reject any
or all proposals and to waive informalities or
technicalities, as it may deem to be in its best interest.

Cleanings

X-rays

Fillings

Crowns

Dentures

Preventive care starts right away

Go to any dentist you want – but
save more with one in our network
No deductible, no annual maximum

Call today for all the details.

844-496-8601

Upon request, this information will be made available
in an alternative format for persons with disabilities.
Please call 980-314-2504 for assistance.

Mecklenburg County requests a Statement-ofQualifications from interested engineering firms to
provide Building and Envelope Commissioning
Services for three upcoming projects.

Call now to get this FREE
Information Kit!

dental50plus.com/ncpress

The firm(s) selected will serve as an independent (third
party) testing and inspection agent for Mecklenburg
County during the construction of the projects.
Several firms may be selected to provide testing and
inspection services for the projects. This testing work
will not be separated into individual contracts per
discipline.

Product not available in all states. Includes the Participating Providers
and Preventive Beneﬁts Rider. Acceptance guaranteed for one insurance
policy/certiﬁcate of this type. Contact us for complete details about this
insurance solicitation. This speciﬁc offer is not available in CO, NY; call
1-888-799-4433 or respond for similar offer. Certiﬁcate C250A (ID: C250E;
PA: C250Q); Insurance Policy P150 (GA: P150GA; NY: P150NY; OK: P150OK;
TN: P150TN). Rider kinds B438/B439.

6154-0120

HELP WANTED
AVP / Quantitative Finance Analyst sought by Bank
of America N.A. to implement, monitor & assess the
commercial risk rating scorecard performance
through quantitative measures, incl discrimination
power, rating accuracy, population stability &
override rates. Reqs: Master's degree or equiv. & 1 yr
exp. in: Performing coding w/ Python & LaTeX;
Utilizing SQL to perform querying on large relational
databases, incl DB2, Teradata, & Hadoop. 10%
domestic travel, as nec. Job Site: Charlotte, NC.
Ref#4531616 & submit resume to Bank of America
N.A. 1114 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY
10036. No phone calls or emails. EOE.

GREAT

LOW
PRICE

ADT® 24/7 Monitored
Home Security

MONITORING

PER M O N T H

24/7 monitoring provides peace of mind
Yard sign and window decals help deter crime
Quickly connect to fire and emergency response
May qualify for a homeowners insurance discount

1-844-850-9218

WE’RE AVAILABLE 24/7—CALL TODAY!
BASIC SYSTEM: $99 Parts and Install. 36-Month Monitoring Agreement required at $27.99 per month ($1,007.64). 24-Month Monitoring Agreement
required at $27.99 per month ($671.76) for California. Offer applies to homeowners only. Basic system requires landline phone. Offer valid for new
ADT Authorized Premier Provider customers only and not on purchases from ADT LLC. Cannot be combined with any other offer. The $27.99 Offer
does not include Quality Service Plan (QSP), ADT’s Extended Limited Warranty. GENERAL: For all offers, the form of payment must be by credit card
or electronic charge to your checking or savings account, satisfactory credit history is required and termination fee applies. Certain packages require
approved landline phone. Local permit fees may be required. Certain restrictions may apply. Additional monitoring fees required for some services.
For example, Burglary, Fire, Carbon Monoxide and Emergency Alert monitoring requires purchase and/or activation of an ADT security system with
monitored Burglary, Fire, Carbon Monoxide and Emergency Alert devices and are an additional charge. Additional equipment may be purchased for
an additional charge. Additional charges may apply in areas that require guard response service for municipal alarm verification. Prices subject to
change. Prices may vary by market. Some insurance companies offer discounts on Homeowner’s Insurance. Please consult your insurance company.
Photos are for illustrative purposes only and may not reflect the exact product/service actually provided. Licenses: AL-21-001104, AR-CMPY.0001725,
AZ-ROC217517, CA-ACO6320, CT-ELC.0193944-L5, DC-EMS902653, DC-602516000016, DE-07-212, FL-EC13003427, GA-LVA205395, IA-AS-0206,
ID-ELE-SJ-39131, IL-127.001042, IN-C.P.D. Reg. No. – 19-08088, City of Indianapolis: LAC-000156, KY-City of Louisville: 483, LA-F1914, LA-F1915,
LA-F1082, MA-1355C, MD-107-1626, ME-LM50017382, MI-3601205773, MN-TS01807, MO-City of St. Louis: CC#354, St. Louis County: 100194,
MS-15007958, MT-PSP-ELS-LIC-247, NC-25310-SP-FA/LV, NC-1622-CSA, NE-14451, NJ Burglar Alarm Lic. # -NJ-34BF00021800, NM-353366, NV0068518, City of Las Vegas: 3000008296, NY-Licensed by the N.Y.S. Department of State UID#12000317691, NYS #12000286451, OH-53891446, City
of Cincinnati: AC86, OK-AC1048, OR-170997, Pennsylvania Home Improvement Contractor Registration Number: PA022999, RI-3582, RI-7508, SCBAC5630, SD- 1025-7001-ET, TN-1520, TX-B13734, ACR-3492, UT-6422596-6501, VA-115120, VT-ES-2382(7C), WA-602588694/ECPROTEYH934RS,
WI-City of Milwaukee: PAS-0002966, WV-WV042433, WY-LV-G-21499. 3750 Priority Way South Dr. Indianapolis, IN 46240 ©2020 DEFENDERS, Inc.
dba Protect Your Home
DF-CD-NP-Q320

INTERNET
Finally! Satellite Internet
With No Hard Data Limits!
And FREE Standard Installation!2
Limited Time Offer. Restrictions may apply.

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
Lawn Maintenance Services
&
Janitorial Services
Union County Community Action, Inc. (UCCA) is
seeking bids from qualified lawn maintenance
contractors to provide services at five (5) Head Start/
Early Head Start locations across Anson, Union, &
Richmond counties. Contractors may bid to provide
services in one, two, or all three counties.
UCCA is also seeking bids from qualified janitorial
service contractors for two (2) locations in Union
County.
Proposals will be accepted until 3:30 p.m., Friday,
November 6th, 2020. For requirements and
procurement specifications, download a copy of the
RFP
packet
from
UCCA’s
website
at
www.uccainc.org/procurement or contact Elizabeth
Teal, Contract Administrator, via email at
elizabeth.teal@uccainc.org.

LIFE INSURANCE

“You can get
High-Speed Internet
wherever you live!”

Guaranteed Life Insurance! (Ages 50 to 80)

Plans starting at

No medical exam. Affordable premiums never
increase. Benefits never decrease. Policy will only be
cancelled for non-payment.

MO.

for 24 Mos.

CALL
TODAY

A copy of the complete RFQ may be obtained by
sending an official Notification-of-Interest via mail,
email or facsimile to: Steven Sweat – Senior Project
Manager, Mecklenburg County Asset & Facility
Management, 3205 Freedom Drive, Suite 6000,
Charlotte, NC 28075,
Email:
steven.sweat@mecklenburgcountync.gov,
FAX: (704)-432-0633

Upon request, this information will be made available
in an alternate format for persons with disabilities by
calling 980-314-2521.

Save Now On
Home Security
Monitored by ADT ®
the #1 home security
company in the U.S.

The Firm(s) selected must be licensed, qualified and
have experience providing these services in
accordance with ASTM, NC State Building Code, NC
Dept. of Natural Resources and Mecklenburg County
Code Enforcement Standards.

Submittals must be received by Asset & Facility
Management by Tuesday, 11/10/20 at 2:00pm.

HOME SECURITY

1-877-313-1415

but I’m never alone.
I have Life Alert.®

A non-mandatory, pre-bid meeting shall be held at
the site on October 27, 2020 at 2:30 PM.

REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS
Engineering Services
for
Building and Envelope Commissioning
Mecklenburg County, North Carolina

Helps cover over 350 services

Saving a Life from a potential catastrophe
EVERY 10 MINUTES

Prime Contractors wishing to submit a bid must
provide a MANDATORY written Letter-of-Interest by
email to russ@angeloarchitects.com at least 72 hours
in advance of the bid opening

DIAGNOSED WITH LUNG CANCER? You may qualify
for a substantial cash award - even with smoking
history. NO obligation! We've recovered millions. Let us
help!! Call 24/7, 844-641-0129

Get the dental care you deserve with dental insurance from
Physicians Mutual Insurance Company. It can help cover the
services you’re most likely to use –

MISCELLANEOUS

HughesNet is a registered trademark of Hughes Network Systems, LLC, an EchoStar Company. Restrictions apply. Call for details.

www.thecharlottepost.com/
Submit_CLFD

833-380-1218

®

AS SEEN ON

TV

For a FREE brochure call:

1-844-902-2362

a&e
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Monique Luck’s “I Feel Forever” is part of
Inter | Sectionality at the Gantt Center.

Water and
exploration
of emotion
By Ashley Mahoney

ashley.mahoney@thecharlottepost.com

Monique Luck created work that takes
you in for the latest exhibition at the
Harvey B. Gantt Center for African
American Art + Culture.
The Charlotte based mixed media artist is one of two guest artists, along with
Stephanie J. Woods, featured in “Inter |
Sectionality: Diaspora Art From the
Creole City,” which opened on Oct. 1
and runs through January. The exhibit
also features 25 Miami based artists
representing 17 countries. Luck’s work
can be seen on the first floor of the
Gantt, encompassing most of the space.
Luck’s on-site installation of “I Feel
Forever” uses water to explore human
emotion.
“I have always been drawn to water
and the emotional impact it has—just
how we are made up of water, and how
our emotional body is like body, and
how water holds memories—all of
that,” said Luck, who often features
water elements in her work.
Inspiration for the work came from a
previous project, where she was working with community members who
would leave anonymous notes about
grief and loss.
“One of the memories that someone
left was called ‘I feel forever in my
grasp,’” Luck said. “It was this beautiful
story of recovery and strength. It was
really touching. I created a piece of
work from that. It was a figure submerged in water who was holding out,
or gasping for the future, and it was unknown but there was confidence.”
The original, which was on a 36-inch
by 48-inch canvas, was taken to the Bahamas in 2019, but soon washed away.
“Last fall it was engulfed and destroyed by Hurricane Dorian,” Luck
said. “It literally was taken out to sea.
That whole experience with what happened to Dorian and everyone there
was really devastating. It kind of reminds you that, ‘yes, we love this water,
but it holds this power, and it has some
destructive power as well, and it is unseen.’”
Luck revisited these themes for the
Gantt exhibit, as much of 2020 for
people all over the world has felt as uncertain, and in some cases as destructive as the waters churned by a
hurricane.
Please see MONIQUE | 9B
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Charlotte artist DeNeer Davis painted the “C” on this steel warehouse door at Camp North End as part of the We
Are Hip Hop initiative to connect communities and hip hop culture.

Art and soul of the
hip hop community

We Are Hip Hop festival reveal Nov. 6-8 at Camp North End
By Ashley Mahoney

ashley.mahoney@thecharlottepost.com

The word of the year is pivot, which
is what the organizers of the inaugural We Are Hip Hop Festival have
done.
The festival was set to debut this
month, but due to the ongoing
COVID-19 pandemic, indoor performances have been postponed.
Until then, organizers are creating an
outdoor experience. “We Are Hip
Hop: The Reveal” will take place at
Camp North End Nov. 6-8 as a preview of the Jan. 21-24 festival at
Booth Playhouse.
Blumenthal Performing Arts an-

nounced the festival in August,
which was organized by visual artist
Bree Stallings, Heal Charlotte founder
Greg Jackson, renowned slammaster
Boris “Bluz” Rogers and CrayzeeBeat
Dance founder A.J. Glasco.
“The festival is about hip hop,” said
Rogers, who joined Blumenthal in
September as director of creative engagement. “It is centered around the
elements of hip hop, the culture, the
life the dance, the clothes, the music,
but The Reveal is really going to be
about expressing the dance part and
the emcee part. We are going to have
DJ elements to it too. Saturday [Nov.
7] is our bigger event. So, we will
have graffiti situations going on, and

« MOVIE REVIEW

Charming
‘Over the
Moon’ gets
lost in orbit
By Mark Kennedy
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

The acclaimed animator behind such
powerful figures as Ariel, Aladdin, Tarzan and Rapunzel has a new heroine
and she’s going further than any of his
creations — the moon.
Twelve-year-old Fei Fei builds a handmade rocket to blast into outer space in
the new Netflix movie musical “Over the
Moon,” the first animated film backed
by a major Hollywood studio to feature
an entirely Asian cast.
The film stars newcomer Cathy Ang as
our plucky heroine, backed by such
voice actors as “Hamilton” star Phillipa
Soo, comedians Ken Jeong and Margaret
Cho, “Star Trek” star John Cho, Broadway veterans Ruthie Ann Miles and Kimiko Glenn, and “Killing Eve” star
Sandra Oh.
It opens and closes in modern day
China, but the bulk of the film is set in
Lunaria, an imaginary kingdom on the
dark side of the moon that’s filled with
glowing, bubblegum-colored blobs and
where the laws of physics are tossed
out.
The transition — from hyperreal
cooked crabs that glisten in a bowl in
the first 30 minutes of the film to amor-

Please see NETFLIX’S | 9B

it is all very family oriented.”
Rogers envisions taking We Are Hip
Hop across the city.
“It is about engaging people where
they are, where they live and impact
those neighborhoods,” Rogers said.
“I want to engage folks in their neighborhoods where they don’t have access to Uptown, because if you have
to take a bus, a train—I would really
love if I could just come to the East
side and the West side and do something right there that centers around
the arts and centers around whatever
that artist is doing in their neighborhood. That’s what we are hoping to
do in this pandemic pivot. We are

Please see FESTIVAL | 8B

Theater veterans lead boot camp for students
By Ashley Mahoney

ashley.mahoney@thecharlottepost.com

Professional live theater may be on
pause, but training continues for aspiring students.
Blumenthal Performing Arts presents
Broadway Bootcamp on Oct. 24 at 9
a.m. in Spirit Square in Uptown for a
day of hands on instruction from guest
teaching artists Will Branner (“Mean
Girls” first national tour), Amina Faye
(Jimmy Awards Best Actress 2016),
Tyler McKenzie (“Hamilton”), Danielle
Wade (“Mean Girls” Broadway) and director Martin Damien Wilkins. Intermediate and advanced theater students
in grades 8-12 are eligible to participate, and scholarships are available.
“There is work to be created in spite
of, and we are all having to learn what
a post-pandemic world looks like for
live performance,” said Wilkins, a Charlotte Latin School alumnus. “It is going
to be trepidatious for a while. Obviously, for example, the announcement that Broadway is not opening
until at least May is showing us how
much that ball is still up in the air.”
Wilkins, a stage director and producer who has worked all over the
country, is now based in Charlotte. His
directing credits range from Tony
Kushner’s “Angels in America, Parts 1
& 2” with Actor’s Express to Robert
O’Hara’s “Bootycandy” with Actor’s
Theatre of Charlotte to Terry Teachout’s “Satchmo at the Waldorf” at B
Street Theatre to Jocelyn Bioh’s “African American” at Howard University, to

BLUMENTHAL PERFORMING ARTS

Director Martin Damien Wilkins will lend his teaching and mentoring skills at Broadway Boot
camp Oct. 24 at Spirit Square.
name a few.
“When you are talking with live
people who are excited about live theater, because we are competing with a
lot of screens from television, video
games, tablets, all those things, and to
have young people still see the value of
live performance is always exciting,”
Wilkins said.
His advice for aspiring artists who
want to pursue work in the world of

live theater is to continue to train despite the uncertainty of when live theater will return.
“When it starts to come back you will
be ready, and you will also be ready in
a way that for those of us who have
been doing this for years had to acclimate ourselves to the idea of ‘what do
you do if you are not walking into a theater and performing or directing?’” WilPlease see PROFESSIONAL | 8B

8B
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Festival honors art, soul
of hip hop community

painted by Stallings. Camp have their murals in DurNorth End provided a sti- ham,” King Carla said. “We
pend for the materials to have Elevator Jay for a porcreate the murals, and also trait. Let’s shout out Lute. I
matched the stipends that chose Lute’s lyrics because
the artists received from I could feel where he was
coming from. While we are
Blumenthal.
Below are the artist two different people, our
names and their Instagram families share similar
paths. His family came out
handles:
C-DeNeer Davis @neer- of Second Ward, my family
came out of Second Ward,
perfection
H-Garrison
Gist and we both grew up in dif@2gzandcountin
ferent locations on Beatties
A-Mike Wirth @mikewirth Ford Road. That’s someR-Dammit Wesley @dam- thing that is extremely immit_wesley
portant, and I wanted to
L-Stallings @breequixote highlight the things that he
O-Chad
Cartwright was sharing in ‘GED: Get@chdwckart
ting’ Every Dolla,’ and I
T-Owl @owl.clt
also wanted to highlight
T-Carla
Aaron-Lopez some of the things he said
@iamkingcarla
in ‘Under the Sun.’”
E-Frankie Zombie @franHer mural also features
kie.zombie_
an upside-down, crossed
Logo: @marcus_kiser and out crown for King Carla.
@infamousjeanclaude
“I tell people all the time,
“One of the things that ‘you ain’t never gone give
I’m seeing that Camp me the crown, because I’m
North End is doing right is a woman, and you’re defithey’re actually allowing nitely not going to give me
the people of Charlotte to the crown because I’m a
dictate the culture of
radical woman, so I’m
Charlotte on this
going to steal it and
property,”
said
make it my own.’”
On The Net
Dammit Wesley,
Make sure you
www.blumenthawho
co-owns
check out the
larts.org/events/d
BLKMRKTCLT, a
mural at night,
etail/we-are-hipstudio space at
as it changes
hop-the-reveal
Camp North End.
based on light hit“If you go to any
ting it.
major city, you can
For Frankie Zombie,
kind of read the culture the project has several
that exists within that city layers. One pays homage
through their public arts. to growing up in the Bronx.
Charlotte, I don’t want to He also drew inspiration
say they are the most con- from Wu-Tang Clan, drawservative place, because ing a parallel between the
they’re not, but there is a group’s nine members and
conservative air about how the nine artists who
they go about things—very created the mural.
stuffy, businesslike, and
“Individually we are all
the idea that a slate, grey super dope, super creative,
walls of gentrification are super talented,” Frankie
going to attract more Zombie said. “We have our
people to the city, or at own individual nuances
least increase the value of that make us who we are in
your city is a little short- the art world, but collecsighted and ignorant… tively we turn into the
Camp North End is a good Avengers and just show
example of how new prop- the city and show the state
erties and businesses of North Carolina and
should allow the people show us how much we can
around them to tell the stick together and broadstories of said com- cast any message possible,
munity.”
whether it’s this or the
King Carla’s work pays Black Lives Matter mural
homage to Beatties Ford [on Tryon Street]. I wanted
Road, where she grew up. to connect the fact of nine
The text-based artist con- individual artists coming
tinues to expand on the together to create somescope the text with each thing super special here in
project, from the West End Camp North End.”
Mural on Beatties Ford
Frankie Zombie is known
Road in July to work com- for using a myriad of
missioned for former vice colors in his work, but inpresident Joe Biden’s pres- stead of going that route,
idential campaign last he decided to use multiple
month to the Tin Charlotte. shades of pink in honor of
She wanted her work to re- October serving as breast
flect Charlotte’s soul, so cancer awareness month.
she went with lyrics from
“My mom was diagnosed
G r a m m y - n o m i n a t e d with stage four breast
rapper Luther “Lute” Nich- cancer about three, four
olson, a fellow Beatties years ago and she is still
Ford Road native.
fighting strong,” Frankie
“We are doing a Charlotte Zombie said. “Although my
mural, and it is going to be followers know me as the
a festival called We Are Hip guy who uses every color
Hop, then I want to shout in the spectrum, I just
Lute out, because DaBaby wanted to take a moment
definitely has his own to shed some love and
super bomb mural some- light on breast cancer
where in town, and then J. awareness as well with the
Cole and Little Brother different shades [of pink].”

BLUMENTHAL PERFORMING ARTS

Jimmy Award winner Amina Faye will teach acting through song at the Broadway Boot Camp sponsored by Blumenthal Performing Arts.

Professional theater veterans
lead boot camp for aspiring
students at Spirit Square
Continued from page 7B

kins said. “[Younger artists] are sort of
plugged into the virtual world already.
It will be really interesting to see what
they start to create for themselves in
this realm, but the training should still
continue. The learning should still
continue.”
Faye will teach acting through song
during Broadway Bootcamp.
Faye is a 2020 graduate of Penn
State University and an alumna of
Central Academy of Technology &
Arts in Union County. She spent fall of
2019 as the lead Susannah Son in
“Love in Hate Nation” before returning
to school for her final semester in the
spring.
The pandemic shifted her world
from performing eight shows a day to
spending the last eight months at
home. During that time she has explored the realm of directing at CATA,
something she would not have had
time for prior to the pandemic. While
she will never take another performance for granted, Faye is thankful for
the opportunities to teach.
“I realized that I love teaching,” she
said. “It exercises a different part of
my artistic brain.”
Faye, the daughter of immigrants
from Senegal, was first encouraged to

pursue a practical career by her parents and had every intention of pursuing law as a profession until her
senior year of high school. Then she
was nominated for the Blumey Award
for Best Actress as a junior and a senior. The Blumeys are the highest recognition for high school theater
students in the region, and winners
qualify for the Jimmy Awards, the
high school equivalent of the Tony.
While she did not win the 2015 Blumey, she felt validated by not only
earning it in 2016, as well as sweeping
to the Jimmy Award in New York. Her
parents agreed, and supported her
decision to pursue musical theater at
Penn State.
“I really credit Blumenthal for having the Blumey Awards, for having
this outlet and achievement where
young people like me who are kind of
just looking for someone to say, ‘you
can do this, and you are good at this,’
is really what gave me the confidence
to be like, ‘hey, Mom and Dad, I’m
going to do this,’ and also it gave them
the confidence to be like, ‘look at how
you are being regarded in your community, maybe you can do this.’”
On the Net:
www.blumenthalarts.org/events/detail/broadway-bootcamp

Our health
is on the
ballot.

Let’s use
our power
now.

Black Americans are being hit the hardest
by COVID-19. Congressional Democrats
are fighting to keep Black families safe
and working to protect and lower the cost
of health care.
This year, we vote for our rights,
for our lives, for our future.
EVAN AGOSTINI | INVISION VIA THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Billy Porter attends the National Board of Review Awards gala in New York on Jan. 8.
Porter narrates “EQUAL,” a new docuseries on HBO Max that traces the history of the
gay rights movement through the Stonewall uprising in 1969.

Billy Porter helps examine the
origins of gay rights movement
By Jocelyn Noveck
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Billy Porter is busy, pandemic or not.
He’s just appeared in a
virtual play about nurses
on the front lines. His

series “Pose” is returning
to production. He’s soon to
appear in the “Cinderella”
remake. He’s writing a
memoir — a project he
calls the hardest thing he’s
ever done.
And starting this week,

he narrates “EQUAL,” a new
docuseries on HBO Max
that traces the history of
the LGBTQ movement
through the Stonewall uprising in 1969.
Porter was born just a
Please see ACTOR | 9B

People are already voting. Our community is
showing up. Make a plan to vote and
encourage your community to do the same.

Go to >>
www.iwillvote.com
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hoping to get folks working and back to work, not
just up here, but where
they live. This is a shout
out to you. If you know a
person in your neighborhood who is super dope,
and you think of a space
that is out there, let me
know.”
The festival in all of its
layers is designed to represent hip hop in its truest
form. For Jackson, a Bronx
native, it serves as a way of
taking the struggle and
turning it into something
magical.
“For me hip hop is definitely a heartbeat,” he said.
“It is the blood that runs
through my veins. It is a
lifeline. It is something that
I can attach myself to—that
I can identify with. Hip hop
is a transformation of
people who have seen the
worst in life and find a way
to make it look so beautiful
and it gets elevated, and
then they get elevated in
life because of the stories
that they are telling. Hip
hop is the CNN for Black
America.”
The November event will
be free and open to the
public. Camp North End’s
76-acre site allows for
better social distancing
than this month’s previously planned intimate
theater experience.
“People will be able to be
safely spaced out and still
participate in an event,”
Stallings said.
We Are Hip Hop follows
the success of Breakin’
Convention, a Londonbased international festival
that came to Charlotte each
fall from 2015-17. Each
year local artists would
paint the columns at
Knight Theater, including
DeNeer Davis, a West Charlotte native, who also participated in the latest
mural concept. Davis became involved with Blumenthal through Breakin’
Convention. Now the goal
is to bring art programs to
underserved
neighborhoods.
“We didn’t have arts programs,” Davis said of
growing up on West Boulevard. “We were mostly
meant to be rappers, basketball players—the norm.
I grew up in Wilmore, so we
had to create our own
things. Them seeing me do
art and making it with the
art is very meaningful for
all of us as a culture.”
Now they have a bigger
canvas. Stallings noticed
multiple empty doors at
Camp North End, and saw
a space for opportunity.
This allows for an element
of the street art component
to already be in place with
10 murals at Camp North
End, featuring local artists.
The doors were painted to
spell out Charlotte, followed by the We Are Hip
Hop logo, which was designed by Marcus Kiser and
Infamous Jean Claude and
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Actor Billy Porter helps
Monique Luck exhibit at examine origins of the
the Harvey Gantt Center gay rights movement
Continued from page 7B

“It made me think about now how
we are being swept
along these overwhelming paths,
On The Net
with these unexhttp://moniquepected
things
luckart.com/
happening,”
https://www.gantt Luck said. “When
center.org/
I was invited to
do this exhibition, I
wanted to incorporate that story of ‘I feel forever in my

grasp.’ I shortened it to ‘I Feel
Forever,’ because it is different now.”
The second itineration of the story
features a woman wearing a crown,
but still submerged in water. She has
mystical mermaid presence, but also
strength and healing.
“Even though we can face these kind
of overwhelming circumstances or
grief or loss or whatever we are struggling with right now, there is still this
kind strength and faith that we have
in the ability to overcome it,” Luck
said.

NETFLIX VIA THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

This image released by Netflix shows characters Bungee the rabbit, left, and Fei Fei,
voiced by Cathy Ang, in a scene from “Over the Moon.”

Netflix’s charming ‘Over the
Moon’ gets lost in lunar orbit
Continued from page 7B
phous, gooey Candyland
critters 30 minutes later —
is jarring. The sequences
on the moon grow tiresome, despite huge toads
that fly and squeakyvoiced critters.
It film starts with Fei Fei
on her quest to meet the
mythical Moon Goddess,
Chang’e. The immortal
goddess lives on the moon
waiting to reunite with her
mortal love, the archer
Houyi. Fei Fei’s mother
tells her the legend before
she gets sick and dies.
The film jumps four
years into the future and
Fei Fei’s dad is considering
re-marrying, a horrific prospect for his daughter. Fei
Fei reasons that if she can
prove that Chang’e — and
eternal love — really do
exist, her dad will ditch his
new girlfriend. “I just want
things back the way they
were,” she says. So she
starts building a rocket.
Grief was part of the
film’s DNA: Screenwriter
Audrey Wells died of
cancer in 2018 while the
film was being made and
the final product is dedicated to her memory, with
some lines like “you have
to move on” all the more
poignant.
Unfortunately, the film
has echoes of previous animated fare — like the missing
mother
and
engineering-bent of the
young
heroine
from

“Wonder Park” — and the
assortment of adorable
sidekicks from “Frozen 2.”
It also recalls the trippy
Technicolor shift from
“The Wizard of Oz.”
The original songs include eight varied and delightful ones by the writing
team of Christopher Curtis
(Broadway’s “Chaplin”),
Marjorie Du?eld and Helen
Park
(off-Broadway’s
“KPOP”).
EDM, hip-hop, folk and
Broadway all take turns
shining in such songs as
“On the Moon Above,”
“Mooncakes,” “Rocket to
the Moon,” “Ultraluminary,” “Hey Boy,” “Wonderful,” “Yours Forever” and
“Love Someone New.” The
movie also uses traditional
Chinese instruments, like
the pipa and guzheng,
while singing in Mandarin
is heard.
Director Glen Keane, who
worked on “The Little Mermaid”
and
“Aladdin”
among
many
others,
brings much of his Disney
experience to “Over the
Moon,” this time making
his feature directorial
debut. He’s now helped
Netflix get into the animated musical game,
thanks to this collaboration
between China’s Pearl Studio and Sony Pictures.
Fei Fei’s build up for her
moonshot and the launch
is perhaps the most thrilling element of the film
and the animators have

put a great deal of thought
into expressions for both
kids and adults. The food
pops and even the wind is
expressive. But the film
looses coherence and urgency on the dark side of
the moon.
Truth be told, Chang’e —
voiced fantastically by Soo
— is a bit of an Oz-like dictator, a lunar diva whose
emotions determine everything on Lunaria. She introduces herself with a
boastful K-pop banger “Ultraluminary” — “Ya ready
to watch me be legendary?” — like Katy Perry on
steroids. “She’s nothing
like Mama said,” points out
Fei Fei.
There are also Angry
Birds-like motorcycle-riding chickens — biker
chicks, get it? — and a
blobby lunar dog called
Gobi which is a little too
close to Josh Gad’s goofy
and endearing Olaf character from “Frozen.”
Add a small frog, an
adorable bunny, a possible
step-brother and a magical
hare and things get overloaded. It’s a shame that
viewers after a while will
long for the pull of gravity.
“Over the Moon,” a Netflix/Pearl Studio release, is
rated PG for “some thematic elements and mild
action.” Running time: 99
minutes.
Three stars out of four.

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK — Lenny
Kravitz is a man of extremes — as he readily admits.
“I am deeply two-sided:
black and white, Jewish
and Christian, Manhattan
and Brooklynite,” he writes
about his first 25 years
alive in his new memoir
“Let Love Rule,” released
last week and named after
his 1989 debut album.
“The book is about me
finding my voice and finding my path and walking
into my destiny, whatever
that is,” he tells The Associated Press.
The
270-page
book
written along with David
Ritz explores his very special childhood and ends
with Kravitz on the verge
of stardom and deeply in
love with actress Lisa
Bonet.
“I had such a childhood
and experience growing

series I had not heard
about before. So it’s always
nice to learn something
new. (It’s about) everything
before the Stonewall riots.
I think there’s a lot of information at the fingertips
post-Stonewall,
(but)
there’s not a whole lot of
talk about what came before Stonewall, so it’s really
interesting.
AP: You recently did a
public service announcement during the Emmys,
basically saying that Hollywood is making an effort
toward more inclusive representation, but there’s a
lot farther to go.
Porter: That is the direct
message for the entertainment industry. But in the
macro, it’s the message for
the world at large. Not just
America, for the entire
world. You know, it’s time.
It’s time to make a change
and a change for good. And
it’s about people rising up
and making that so. So
that’s what you’re seeing
right now. And I think
what’s interesting about
this series is that it’s about
people taking charge of
their lives and rising up
and making sure that we
live up to what our Constitution boasts, which is that
all men are created equal.
AP: The pandemic has
changed lives. How has
yours changed?
Porter: It’s a global reset,
that’s what I’ve been calling it. I’ve really been trying to make lemonade out
of lemons. I’ve leaned in to
my self-care work. I’ve
leaned into boundaries and
balance in relation to how I
engage in the business and
how I protect my relationships, my marriage, my
family, everything. You
know, I really feel like, as
horrible as this is, the
silver lining is that everybody is awake. And if
you’re not awake now and
if you don’t see it for what
it is now, you never will. All
of the issues have been laid
bare.
AP: Your roots are in live

theater, a world obviously
in crisis now. What do you
see happening with theater?
Porter: I don’t know.
We’ve never been here before. ‘The show must go
on’ has always been the
motto. But the show is not
going on. It is very depressing to walk through
New York City and midtown. I have never seen it
like this. I do believe that
when it’s time to come
back and it’s safe to come
back, people will come
back. But who’s to say
when it’s going to be safe?
AP: Do you see yourself
performing live theater
again?”
Porter: Of course. I will always do theater. Theater is
the first love, theater is the
reason why I’m sitting
here. So I will always, always return to the theater.
AP: How about fashion.
Where do you see that
world going?
Porter: Fashion is art.
And art always survives.
Art is how civilizations
heal. That’s what (late author) Toni Morrison says.
Art has to reflect the time
that it’s in. What that looks
like, I don’t know. You
know, that’s up to the artist, personal discretion and
personal voice. But I know
for certain that it will come
back. It actually hasn’t
gone anywhere. It’s been
flourishing. I was just at
Christian Siriano’s show at
his new house in Connecticut last week. And it was
breathtaking to see the political fashion art that has
come out of this. It’s a direct response, an antidote
to what we’re living
through.
AP: You’re writing a
memoir. How has that process been?
Porter: It’s a very difficult
process. Yes, it is! It’s the
most difficult thing I’ve
ever had to do. Because I’m
trying to tell the truth and
I’m trying to help somebody. So that means digging deep, and it’s hard.

DAVID LEE/NETFLIX VIA AP

Rocker Lenny Kravitz
looks back to when he
finally found his voice
By Mark Kennedy

Continued from page 8B

few months after Stonewall. He learned about that
galvanizing moment for
the modern gay rights
movement as he grew up.
Still. he says, there was a
lot about the movement’s
earlier history that he
didn’t know, and was able
to learn through the docuseries.
In four episodes, the
series, premiering Thursday, looks at the rise of
early gay rights organizations like the Mattachine
Society and Daughters of
Bilitis; the 20th century
transgender experience;
the role of the Black community in gay rights; and
then Stonewall.
Porter sat down recently
to speak to The Associated
Press about the project, his
other work, and how he’s
been coping during the
pandemic. (The interview
has been condensed for
length.)
AP: You were born just
after the Stonewall uprising; do you remember
when you first became
aware of it?
Porter: I came out when I
was 15, about 1985. The
research wasn’t really at
our fingertips as it is now,
but we found it some way.
There were some older survivors who would teach us.
It was always nice to know
as a baby gay that there
was somebody out there
who was fighting for our
rights. Just as I intersect
with the African American
community and our civil
rights. The two are aligned
in many ways for me. It
helps remind those of us in
the fight on the regular
that good is possible. And
the work is eternal. Eternal
vigilance is the price of liberty is what Frederick
Douglass says.
AP: Tell us about
“EQUAL.”
Porter: It was really interesting for me as somebody
who knows a lot about
LGBTQ history... there’s a
lot of stuff in the four-part

up. That’s what I want to
spend my time on,” he
says. “So let’s stop there.
And then we’ll see if they’ll
be a second book in the future.”
He’s not exaggerating
about that childhood. He
alternated between the
then-tough
Brooklyn
neighborhood of Bedford–
Stuyvesant and in a
swanky building with
carved cherubs on the
Upper East Side of Manhattan. He ate chopped liver
on matzo as well as fried
fish coated with cornmeal.
The extremes continued
during his life. For his sixth
birthday, he was serenaded by Duke Ellington
and his band at the famed
Rainbow Room. Years later,
his home was a Ford Pinto,
which he rented for $4.99
a day.
“The extremes really
work for me. I felt them.
I’m comfortable living in a
car or a box or a tent or a
trailer, and I’m comfortable

living in a mansion,” he
says. “The middle — obviously, that’s fine, too. But
what I’m saying is I don’t
feel it the same way. It
doesn’t feed me the same
way. I like balancing extremes.”
Kravitz, 56, dedicated the
book to his mother, actress
Roxie Roker, who was best
known for her role in “The
Jeffersons” as Helen Willis,
half of one of TV’s first interracial couples. TV producer Sy Kravitz, his father
and a former military man,
was strict with the younger
Kravitz.
Dad and son would
frequently clash, culminating in a blowout that would
change both their lives.
The younger Kravitz says
writing about his father
was healing.
“Any judgment that I had
began to dissolve as I was
looking at him with these
fresh eyes and open heart,”
he says. “Any of those
Please see ROCKER | 10B

This image released by Netflix shows Michael Potts, from left, Chadwick Boseman and Colman
Domingo in "Ma Rainey's Black Bottom." Netflix on Monday previewed George C. Wolfe’s Au
gust Wilson adaptation “Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom,” showcasing Chadwick Boseman’s final
performance opposite Viola Davis’ powerhouse blues singer.

Netflix previews ‘Ma
Rainey’ and Boseman’s
final acting performance
By Jake Coyle
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK — Netflix on
Monday previewed George
C. Wolfe’s August Wilson
adaptation “Ma Rainey’s
Black Bottom,” showcasing
Chadwick Boseman’s final
performance
opposite
Viola Davis’ powerhouse
blues singer.
The film, shot last year,
was already one of the
year’s most anticipated,
coming as the next chapter
in Denzel Washington’s
ongoing project to turn
Wilson’s plays into films,
following 2016’s Oscarwinning “Fences.” But
since the unexpected death
in August of 43-year-old
Boseman
from
colon
cancer, “Ma Rainey’s Black
Bottom” has taken on a elegiac aura. Boseman’s per-

formance has been said to
be among the finest of his
career, and the scenes previewed Monday only reinforced that notion.
Set in Chicago 1927,
Davis stars as Ma Rainey, a
fiery singer known as the
“Mother of the Blues.”
Boseman plays Levee, an
ambitious trumpeter aiming to launch himself
with his own updated versions of Ma Rainey’s songs.
“Levee got to be Levee!”
exclaims Boseman, as
Levee, in a passionate
monologue. “And he don’t
need nobody messing with
him about the white man,
’cause you don’t know
nothing about me. You
don’t know Levee. You
don’t know nothing about
what blood I got! What kind
of heart I got beating here!”
The event Monday, pre-

sented by video conference, included a band, in
masks, performing music
from the film scored by
Branford Marsalis. Netflix,
which will debut it Dec. 18
on the streaming service, is
expected to push “Ma
Rainey’s Black Bottom” for
Academy Awards consideration, particularly Davis
and Boseman. (Wilson,
himself, was the last person to receive a posthumous Oscar nomination in
2016, 11 year after his
death, for the “Fences”
script.)
Wolfe said Boseman “put
his entire being into the
part.” Davis described
Boseman as unusually egoless. At the time of filming,
Boseman was coming off
the massive success of
“Avengers: Endgame” and
Please see MA | 10B
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‘Ma Rainey’ preview of
Boseman’s last role

Continued from page 6B

“Black Panther.”
“Not to compete with Chadwick’s
mother but Chadwick is my baby,”
said Davis, who played Boseman’s
mother in the James Brown biopic
“Get on Up.” “Chadwick was just an
artist. That’s just who he was.”
“He loved it. He demanded it. He demanded it in every single way,” added
Davis, who like most wasn’t aware of
Boseman’s illness during the shoot.
“For someone so young it was incredible to watch that level of not mistaking your presence for the event.”
Davis, who won an Oscar for her
performance in “Fences” and a Tony

for the play’s 2010 Broadway revival,
plays Ma Rainey as a commanding,
hip-swinging diva she said she modeled after her aunt.
“Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom” was the
first play Wilson wrote in 1984, and
the only one of this 10-part Century
Cycle not set in Pittsburgh. Washington has said he wants to adapt the
other eight plays in a deal that moved
to Netflix after first being at HBO.
“August lets us talk as people of
color. Other people look at it and say,
‘Why do they go on and on?’ My whole
thing is: Why not?” said Davis. “We
have a lot to say, and there’s been a
muzzle placed on us or so long.”

Rocker Lenny Kravitz looks
back to when he found his voice
Continued from page 8B

harsh feelings that I had
went away and I began to
actually love my father in a
different way that I didn’t
get to love him when he
was alive.”
Kravitz has the look and
sound of a rock god, with a
stripped-down style of
straight-ahead rock ‘n’ roll
that earned him Grammy
Awards four years in a row,
from 1999 to 2002.
But he’s not afraid to
show a sillier side in the
book, like the first — and
last — time he got drunk,
which was with a bottle of
Manischewitz, or getting
busted once for shoplifting
five KISS cassettes. There’s
even an insane sequence in
which a young Kravitz
saves a teenage prostitute
from a pimp and stashes
her in his bedroom.
Ritz, the co-writer, complimented Kravitz for
being
so
hands-on
throughout the years it
took to finish the book. He
says his co-writer was open
and ready to explore anything.
“He’s got a lot of courage.

The thing about Lenny, artistically and personally,
he’s just a man of great
courage,” Ritz says. Writing it together was “like
being in a studio where
you’re jamming.”
Kravitz’s musical influences emerge as Prince,
Michael Jackson, Earth
Wind & Fire and David
Bowie, who inspired Kravitz to get color-changing
contact lenses. The book
also explores Kravitz’s
spirituality and his experience of being born again.
His first band was Wave
— “the Gap Band meets the
Jacksons meets Rick James
meets Shalamar meets the
Time.” They had fog machines and sound effects,
an elaborate light show
and a staggering 15
members.
Among some interesting
business decisions: He was
handed
“Somebody’s
Watching Me” by Kennedy
Gordy, son of legendary
producer Berry Gordy. But
Kravitz declined. So the
younger Gordy went on to
record the hit song under
the name Rockwell.

On the romance front, he
dated Tisha Campbell of
“Martin” and met his nowex-wife, Bonet, at a New
Edition concert.
“I like your hair,” he told
her. In the book he admitted, “It was a lame line.”
Their blossoming relationship ends the book. “It
was like she was the female
version of me, and in seeing her, I was able to see
myself,” he writes.
Kravitz writes that his
first 25 years was a mission to find his true, authentic self. He turned
down record deals that put
him in a box and he even
created an alter ego —
named Romeo Blue — because he didn’t think he
was cool enough at the
time.
“Part of this book is
about me accepting myself
as Lenny Kravitz, as this
half-black, half-Jewish kid
that had this experience,”
he says. “One of the wonderful gifts that one could
give themselves in this life
is to accept yourself.”

‘Sesame Street’ launches
podcast to educate kids
By Mark Kennedy
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK — What has
more letters than the alphabet? That’s easy: The
post office.
That joke — sponsored
by the letter A — is a highlight of the first original
podcast from “Sesame
Street,” featuring music, interactive games and Muppets galore.
“The Sesame Street Podcast with Foley & Friends”
is an offering on Audible
that gives some screen-free
educational entertainment
to kids who may be having
spotty school lessons during the coronavirus pandemic.
“We think it’s so important to have this other medium besides screens for
playful, fun, engaging episodes that are also curriculum driven and really
address the important educational needs for young
children,” said Jennifer
Schiffman Sanders, the director of content, education and research for
Sesame Workshop.
The podcast is led by 6year-old, exuberant Foley,
“the sound-maker monster.” She’s joined by her
sidekick, Mikee the Microphone, a microphone with
googly eyes. Together they
tell jokes, sing songs and
host familiar guests from
the neighborhood, like
Elmo, Big Bird and Cookie
Monster.
“Each podcast really focuses on school readiness
skills,” said Schiffman
Sanders. “It also addresses
really critical social emotional skills like resilience
and kindness, which is
something we could all use
a little more of these days.”
Each 15-minute episode
will revolve around a different preschool-friendly
topic, from vehicles and
animals to birthdays and
learning the alphabet.
There are recurring moments, like “Elmo’s Joke of
the Day,” songs and a
game show.
“Today on the podcast
we’re going to be talking all

AUDIBLE VIA AP

An image of cover art for "The Sesame Street Podcast with
Foley & Friends." The podcast, led by 6-year-old furry monster
Foley and her sidekick Mikee the Microphone, gives some
screen-free educational entertainment to kids who may be
having spotty school lessons during the pandemic.
about the alphabet,” Foley
says in the first episode. “I
love those A, B, Cs,” replies
Mikee.
The first guest is someone who especially likes
the letter B — Big Bird. The
letters A, B and C also join
(“we don’t have room from
D-Z,” they argue) For the A,
we hear alligator sounds
and for B there are balloon
sounds.
Schiffman Sanders previously taught pre-school
and
helped
“Sesame
Street” transition from a
visually vibrant TV show to
an aural experience.
“I kept remembering,
‘OK, but if they can’t see it,
how can we bring it to life?
What do we need to do to
keep children engaged?’”
she said.
Foley, a new character, is
voiced by Lindsey “Z”
Briggs, a professional puppeteer since 2004 who,
with her puppeteer husband, Chad Williams,
created the company WonderSpark Puppets. She previously gave life to the
Muppet Dalia for Sesame
Workshop.
“I’ve always loved making different voices,” she
said by phone from her
family’s home in Spring-
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ville, New York. “My whole
life, I was always making
funny sounds.”
Since her new gig is just
voice work, Briggs doesn’t
have to worry about manipulating puppets, lip
synching or coordinating
with a TV monitor. “For
me, it’s super freeing,” she
said. “Not having to think
about almost half of that
stuff is awesome.”
Briggs, as well as her husband and their two boys, 7,
and 5, fled New York City
during the lockdown to
western New York. They’ve
found an unusual place to
create the podcast — their
town’s fallout shelter. But
they’ve made it work.
The podcast kicked off
last week and there are 15
episodes, released Tuesdays and Thursdays. Sesame Workshop hopes
families will listen together, whether in the car,
making dinner or before
bedtime.
“It’s been an absolute
bright spot in the midst of
everything that’s been happening. It’s been this one
thing that I can look at and
say, ‘But you know what?
We did this amazing
thing,’” Briggs said.

